
 

 
Dun Mountain Cycle Trail, Nelson 
 
On Brook Street, the Dun Mountain Walkway starts opposite Number 130 –  adjacent to a large interpretive 
sign that conveys the history of the trail. The track climbs gradually below a large forestry block where a 
myriad of short bike trails has been built in Codgers MTB Park. The main trail joins Tantragee Road and 
crosses Glenn Creek and Bullock Spur, then curls around the forestry contours and into the regenerating 
native bush of Cummins Creek.  
Cummins Spur eventually leads to Wairoa Saddle and Third House at 660m. 
From Third House, the track rolls over original embankments with walls of cleverly-stacked rock bridging 
gullies and slips, keeping the railway line on an even keel.  
On the slopes below Wooded Peak, the landscape transforms from forest to stunted bush and then to bands 
of mineral rock. The track narrows somewhat and becomes a little steeper and rockier to boot.  
Beyond Codes Creek, the trail enters the open Nelson mineral belt. 
At the 878m Coppermine Saddle, enjoy views of the Richmond Range and down the Maitai Valley. 
From the top of Windtrap Gully, the descent becomes rougher and rockier with a cascade of tight switchbacks 
down to the confluence of Windtrap Gully Creek and the Maitai River South Branch. As the gradient levels, 
leaf-litter singletrack rolls endlessly below a high canopy of beech and rimu before eventually bottoming out on 
an old forestry road near Beecham Creek.  
At the lower Maitai River ford, ride along the pipeline single-track to opposite the bottom of Maitai Dam.  
Climb onto the trail parallel to Nelson’s water pipeline. It winds its way down a benched track sandwiched 
between the large concrete pipe and a steep slope on the true left of the Maitai River. Where the pipeline 
ends, the trail continues around the ridge and through a stand of regenerating bush to eventually join the 
Maitai Valley Road.  
Just after the Maitai Reserve Camp, a forestry road climbs to Tantragee Saddle to close the loop. Or you 
could cruise into Nelson East and back up Brook Street, stopping for ice-cream at one of the corner dairies. 
 
Wild file 
Access Brook Street, Nelson 
Grade 2-3  
Time 4-5hr 
Distance 33km  
Total ascent 2680m 
Map BQ26 
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  
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